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Suppose that A is a model for untyped A-calculus and that T is some 
typed A-calculus (transfinite, second order or whatever). One standard 
procedure for obtaining a model for T is to regard all terms in T as 
untyped terms, interpret each type as a subset of A and then prove that 
each typed term is interpreted into the interpretation of the type. 
When the types are inductively defined it is possible to isolate the total 
objects of the type, while if T is second order type theory this is not 
obvious. 
If T permits certain recursive definitions of types, the isolation of the 
total or well-founded objects becomes more vital. 
As mentioned, it is possible by straightforward induction on the type-
formation to isolate the total ( or well-founded ) objects of the type, and 
the proofs that A-terms define total objects are often simple though the 
result is essential for the applicability of the theory in question. It does not, 
however, involve a systematic analysis of the concept of totality itself. 
Girard-85 has given a semantics for second order A-calculus based on the 
concept of a qualitative domain. He introduces a totality-domain as a 
qualitative domain with certain objects as the total ones. He uses this to 
interpret each closed type as one totality-domain and proves that each 
closed A-term is total. His results give nice information about second 
order A-calculus but we do not learn much about the structure of the total 
objects from them. 
In this paper we will focus on the concept of totality in defining the 
structures we will investigate. We will see a totality-domain as a set of 
total processes giving definite answers to a fixed class of questions. We 
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will isolate certain properties the class of total objects might have, and we 
will discuss which properties of the "processes" these reflect. 
The inspiration for this work came from two sources. In an unpublished 
paper, Normann 87, I have worked on a transfinite version of Kleene's 
countable functionals, the so called Kleene-spaces. The primitives in a 
Kleene-space are the extension-maps , demonstrating that each 
neighbourhood in question is non-empty, and the trace-functions , a 
technical gadget used ( originally by Kleene ) to define extension maps of 
higher types. 
The other source is the progressing work by Lill Kristiansen where she 
uses Girard-type totality domains to define hierarchies of domains suitable 
as interpretations of type-terms. She discovered that in order to preserve 
some reasonable properties of totality, other more technical and seemingly 
more ad hoc properties had to be assumed as well. Our analysis showed 
that these properties also are founded on a reasonable conception of 
totality. 
This paper will consist of two parts, a conceptual part and a technical part. 
In the conceptual part we discuss the notion of totality, choose a class of 
structures called totality-domains and define a notion of embedding 
between such structures. We briefly discuss possible additional properties, 
but do not touch upon the applications for Kleene-spaces or qualitative 
domains that originally inspired the definition. 
In the technical part we will show how we may consider inductive closure 
of certain operators as a direct ro -limit in the chosen category. We will 
isolate certain functors called strictly positive and use them in the 
analysis of inductively defined domains. 
In preparing the paper I had several discussions with Lill Kristiansen, and 
her remarks have helped me in forming the final concepts. 
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2. Totality domains 
In this section we will see how we can build mathematical models for the 
following situation: 
We have a setS of questions ( S for "sp0rsma.I" ) , a set 
A of possible answers and a set P of processes that give 
us answers to the questions. 
The first we must decide is: 
What is a possible answer? 
We will accept answers like 'yes', 'no', '17', 'true', 'false' etc., e.g. what we 
call atomic answers. We will not, however, accept answers that are reals, 
functions on N ( N is the set of natural numbers) or functions on R (the 
reals ), since in order to get accurate information we must ask about 
decimal expansions or values for certain inputs. 
In our models the answers are atomic i.e. finite entities that cannot or 
needn't be resolved through further questioning. 
We will not, however, insist that the questions are finite entities. We will 
accept questions like 
Determine g(a) with an accuracy of 10-n 
where g:R ~ R. 
In order to answer such a question we must have access to some 
information about g ( e.g. local modules of co,ntinuity ) and the real a , 
and we cannot utilize more than a finite amount of this information in 
answering the question. Thus we will assume that the questions can be 
"approximated" by finite entities and that each process will answer the 
question on the basis of one of these approximati~ns: We need not go into 
detail here. 
Our main task is to build mathematical models for the processes. Here we 
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will be liberal on what we consider to be a process. We will accept 
processes in the range from 
"Left for the reader" 
to 
"Deterministic, algorithmic process". 
In the first case the "process" is just sufficient amou.nt of information 
about the question to determine the answer, with no reference to how the 
answer is obtained. 
Examples are: 
A process is a finite set of pairs of rational intervals 
If the question is 
determine f(a) up to n decimals 
the process answers this question if we from the assumption that 
for each pair in the process can find the answer. 
A process is a finite valuation of a set of atomic propositions. If B 
is a formula of propositional calculus, the question might be: 
What is the truth value of B? 
The process answers this question if the valuation leaves us with 
only one possible truth value. 
In the second case the processes will tell the full story about how 
information about a question is collected and used in order to find the 
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answer. 
In these cases and in all cases we have in mind the real processes are 
finite entities and they code in some way information about one or several 
questions, how this information is obtained ( e.g. given or sought for) and 
how this information is used to obtain the answers. 
The ideal processes are collections of compatible real processes . Again we 
choose to be vague, compatible means that they can b(;e seen as parts of 
one common process. 
We will use partial orderings to model our concept. 
2.1 Definition 
a) A processing domain P is a partial ordering P , < satisfying 
i) For each p e P we have that 
{qe P lqsp} 
is finite. 
ii) If Pl and P2 are in P and there is a q e P such that Pl s; q , P2 s; q, 
then there is a least q = Pl vpz with that property. 
b) If P is a processing domain and a ~ P, then a is consistent if each 
finite subset of a is bounded in P. 
c) Let a ~ P. a E r if a is consistent. 
2.2 Definition 
a) A pre-totality domain is a quadruple 
(pIs I A I {Aplp E p) 
where P is a processing domain, Ap ~ S x A for each p e P , such that 
i) P1 ~ Pz => Ap1 ~· Ap2· 
ii) If ( s,a1) e Ap 1 and ( s,az) e Ap 2 and p1 and p2 are consistent, 
then a1 = az. 
b) If ( P, S, A, {Aplp E p) is as above, then a e r. is total if 
VseS 3aeA 3pea ( ( s,a) e Ap) 
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2.3 Remark 
We think of Ap as the set of pairs ( s,a) such that p answers 'a' to the 
question s. We have not yet justified the finitary aspect of P. Our further 
intuition is tied up with the minimal question - answerers, described in 
the next trivial lemma left without a proof: 
2.4 Lemma 
Let (s,a) e Ap. Then there is a (possibly several) p' ~ p being minimal for 
s, i.e. 
(s,a) e Ap• 
(s,a) e Ap" 1\ p" ~ p' => p" = p'. 
2.5 Remark 
Given s and p there is at most one a e A such that ( s,a) e Ap· Thus a 
can be suppressed from the definition of 'minimal for'. 
The p's that are minimal for some s are the building-blocks of our 
processes. We do not, however, want to use them as atomic entities, since 
we will accept the situation that pvq may answer more questions than p 
or q individually. 
We will now discuss a few properties pre-totality domains may have and 
how they model certain classes of processes. 
Property I 
If p1 ::$p2 , there is a question s and a p ~ p 1 that is minimal for 
s such that p ::$p2. 
This property reflects that when p1 ::$p2 then at least some angle to a 
question is taken by p1 but not by p2 . One consequence is that we will not 
extend a p without adding some real information. 
Property II 
If p1 and p2 are inconsistent then there is an s , a q 1 ~ p 1 and a 
q2 ~ p2 such that q 1 and q 2 are inconsistent and minimal for s. 
This property reflects that two processes are inconsistent only if some 
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question is treated unacceptably different by the two processes. 
Property III 
If p e P and s e S there is a q e P and a e A such that p :$; q and 
( s,a) e Apt' 
This property reflects that we do not accept approximations to processes 
that for trivial reasons cannot be extended to some total object. In a way, if 
p blocks out all answers to s , then p is implicitly inconsistent and 
should be ruled out. Indeed, if we outrule such p we will be left with 
exactly the same total objects. 
We were tempted to include I, II and III in our definition but decided not 
to do so in order to keep the basic concepts as simple as possible. These and 
the three following properties are seen as suggestions for further axioms 
that would be satisfied for large classes of actual domains. 
The next property is a natural strengthening of III and need not be 
motivated further: 
Property IV 
All p e P are elements of some total a e P (depending on p ). 
The final two properties are of a less obvious character and are not shared 
by all the examples we have in mind: 
Property V 
If p and q are minimal for s then p and q are either equal or 
inconsistent. 
We call this the stability property. It reflects the view that p and q are 
consistent only if they can be seen as parts of the same deterministic 
procedure; then the same procedure cannot answer s in two different 
ways. 
Property VI 
Given s , consistency is an equivalence-rel'l-tiot;t on the set of p that 
are minimal for s. 
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This prope:ty may seem a bit more far-fetched than the others. ThE. 
property will however model the situation that when p is minimal for s 
then any other question t answered by p is so similar to s that the 
answering process is the same. If in addition consistency just means that 
the same questions will have the same answers, then the equivalence-
classes will just be those p that are minimal for s for some fixed a. 
In the more general situation p might contain some minimal 
information about s and also code the way this information is 
transformed into an answer, where the various "ways" may be clearly 
distinguished or identified. 
It is clear from the above discussion that the p's that are minimal for s 
play an important role in our description. We will in fact use this set as 
the "interpretation" of the question. 
2.6 Definition 
Let P be a processing domain. 
A chain on P is a set C ~ P such that if p:;t: q are in C then 
p:$q and q:$p. 
2.7 Definition 
Let ( P, S, A, {Aplp e p) be a pre-totality domain. 
For each s e S , let Cs be the set of p's that are minimal for s . 
2.8 Observation 
Each Cs is a chain and a e r_ is total if and only c(a) n Cs :;t 0 for each 
s e S, where 
c(a) = { q e P I 3p e a (q $ p) } 
We will use this observation while formulating our concept of a totality 
domain: 
2.9 Definition 
a) A totality domain is a triple 
P= (pIs I {Csls E s) 
where P is a processing domain, S is a non-empty set and for each 
s e S , Cs is a chain in P. 
b) If Pis a totality-domain as above we define the total objects 
Ptot = {a e r_ I c(a) n Cs :,t: 0 for all s e S }. 
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c) We call a totality-domain a I , II , III , IV , V or VI - domain if the 
corresponding properties are satisfied: 
I For p , q e P we have 
p::;; q (::) Vs e S Vp' e Cs ( p' ::;; p =::} p' ::;; q) 
II If p and q are inconsistent there is an s e S such that Cs separates 
p and q, i.e. such that there are inconsistent p' ::;; p and q' ::;; q in 
Cs. 
ill For each s e S, 
is dense in P. 
IV Each p e P is the element of some a e Ptot· 
V The elements ofeach Cs are pairwise inconsistent. 
VI Consistency is an equivalence-relation on each Cs. 
2.10 Remarks 
As mentioned before we will not be working with the additional 
properties here. We included the discussion of them because this 
discussion illuminates the original intuition behind the concepts. 
It is our aim to throw some light also on less reflected concepts of totality. 
To this end we introduce the class of weak totality domains. There the 
total objects are just given, not indirectly defined via a set of chains. 
2.11 Definition 
A weak totality-domain is a pair 
P=(P,X) 
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where P is a processing domain, X ~ .r_ and 
<X E X ' 13 E r and <X ~ 13 => 13 E X. 
The elements of X are called the total objects. 
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3.Embeddi~ 
In this section we will define what will be the natural notion of an 
embedding from a structure 
P=(P,S,{Cs}sES) 
to a structure 
Q = ( Q , T , { Dt lt E T ) 
Firstly we will require that each process in P can be identified with a 
process in Q ,i.e that there is an embedding from P to Q. 
3.1 Definition 
Let <j>:P ~ Q be 1 - 1. 
We call <1> a PRO- embedding if <1> is an order isomorphism from 
{ p' I p'::;; P l 
to 
{ q' I q' ::;; <I><P > l 
for each p E P. 
3.2 Remark 
This definition reflects that our structure is not just some partial ordering, 
but that the order-type of the predecessors is seen as a basic property of an 
element. 
Secondly we must decide what the natural connections between the 
question-sets might be. 
Our definition is based on the following considerations: 
1. We may extend a structure by demanding answers to fewer questions. 
2. We may extend a structure by accepting new procedures giving a new 
kind of answers to the old questions. These new answers may not be 
atomic, so in order to make the answers atomic the old question may b~ 
split up into a family of questions, thought of as supplementing the 
original question with alternative additional questions. 
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We will illnstrate 2. with the following example: 
N ~(Nffi0) 
is a substructure of 
N ~ ( N ffi ( N ~ N )) 
In the first case the questions are 
sn: What is the value on n? 
In the second case the questions are 
tnm: What is the value on n 1 and if the answer is of the form 
left(f)1 what is f(m)? 
Thus we will require that there is a map 1t:T ~ S 1 bearing the meaning 
that t corresponds to 1t(t) in the sense that it is a refinement of 1t(t) . 
The relation between Dt and S1t(t) is then obvious. The processes in P 
can answer the refined question in the same way as they answer the 
original question since the refinement only is needed when we don't get 
an atomic answer. 
These considerations lead us to 
3.3 Definition 
Let 
and 
be two totality-domains. 
P= ( P 1 S 1 { Cs }s E S ) 
Q = ( Q I T I { Dt h E T ) 
A TOT - embedding from P to Q is a pair ( <1> , 1t ) such that 
i) <j):P ~ Q is a PRO - embedding 
ii) 1t:T ~ S 
iii)For each t E T we have 
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3.4 Definition 
a) We let TOT be the category with totality-domains as objects and the 
TOT - embeddings as morphisms 
b) We let PRO be the category with processing-domains as the objects and 
with PRO - embeddings as morphisms. 
When the category under consideration is clear from the context, we will 
just use the terms embedding · and morphism . 
We will now show that the category TOT is closed with respect to the 
formation of direct limits. 
3.5 Theorem 
Let I ,L be a directed set, { 1t }i E I , { ( <l>ij , 1tij ) h L j be a directed system 
from TOT. 
Then the direct limit, lim(ie I) Pi, exists in TOT. 
Proof 
Let Pi = ( Pi I Si I {cis ls E Si ) 
Let P = lim(ie I)Pi with limit embeddings <l>i· 
Let s be a tower if 
S = { Si hE I 
such that Si e Si for i e I and 1tij<sj> = Si when i L j. 
Let S be the set of towers, 
If 
is a tower, then 
{ Csi hE I 
is a directed set of chains. Let Cs be the limit of those chains. 
The unique factorisation property for this suggested limit-structure is easy 
to establish, and is left for the reader. 
The category will also contain pullbacks We will, however, not prove this 
here since we will only be interested in pullbacks in the categories PRO 
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and WTOT , the category of weak totality - domains to be defined below. 
In these catE.;sories the characterization of the pullbacks are easy to find. 
We see the chains as a means for analyzing the total objects. Now we will 
see what the embeddings will do for the total objects of a d::>main: 
3.6 Lemma 
Let ( <l> , 1t ): P ~ Q, be an embedding and let a e Ptot· 
Then <j>(a) E C4ot· (Where <j>(a) = { <j>(p) p E a} ) 
Proof 
Let S , T , Cs , Dt be as they use to. 
Lett e T. 
Then :3p e a :3p' ~ p ( p e C1t(t)>· 
Then · <j>(p) E <j>(a) , <j>(p') ~ <j>(p) , <j>(p') e Dt. 
Thus <j>(a) E '4ot· 
This suggests that we have a natural notion of embedding between weak 
totality-domains: 
3.7 Definition 
a) Let ( P , X ) and ( Q , Y ) be two weak totality domains. A WTOT -
embedding from ( P , X ) to ( Q , Y ) is an embedding <j>:P ~ Q 
mapping X into Y. 
b) We let WTOT be the category with: 
objects: weak totality- domains 
-- morphisms: WTOT - embeddings. 
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4 Operators and Functors 
In this section we will investigate a class of operators on totality-domains. 
It will be an advantage to formulate these operators as functors for two 
reasons: 
1. The functorial representation can be used to describe the uniformity 
and complexity of the operator. 
2. We want to consider operators that are essentially but not set-
theoretically monotone, and to take iterative limits of such. We then need 
to bring along the embeddings. 
We will isolate a class of operators called strictly positive . They may not 
seem as a natural class to study as given, but they have the following nice 
technical properties: 
-- Operators given by strictly positive definitions will be strictly positive 
in our sense. 
- They commute with direct limits. 
--They have canonical extensions to functors on WTOT commuting 
with arbitrary pullbacks ( but not with direct limits ). 
-The ro - limit in TOT corresponds to the least fixed-point in 
WTOT. 
--The class of operators is closed under composition and under the 
formation of the least fixed-point. 
In this section we will work with functors of one variable, while we will 
extend this to finitely many variables in section 6. 
4.1 Definition 
Let f':TOT -7 TOT be a functor. 
We say that r is separable with PRO- part ro if ro is a functor on PRO 
such that 
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n pIs I { Cs lse s) = ( ro(P) IT I { Dt he T) 
n <I> ) 1t ) = ( ro(<l>) 1 V ) when (<I> 1 1t ) is an embedding, 
4.2 Discussion 
Let r:PRO ~ PRO be a functor commuting with plllbacks and direct 
limits. We will show how we can define a denotation system for r. 
Let Q = r( P ). We write P as the direct limit of its finite substructures. 
Then every element q in Q will have a finite substructure of P as a 
basis, the unique minimal finite substructure P' such that q is in the 
image of r( id: P'~ P). In all our examples we will have that r will 
preserve the property of being an inclusion map. Then the basis for q is 
the minimal substructure P' of p with q E n P' ). 
Let { Hi hEN be a sequence of finite processing-domains containing exactly 
one element of each isomorphism-class of such. 
A r- denotation - index will be a pair ( H , q ) w~ere H is one of the Hi 
given above, q e f( H) and H is minimal with this property. Let GH,q 
be the group of automorphisms 1: on H such that r( 1: )( q) = q. We may 
identify Q with the set of "" - equivalence classes of triples ( H , q , <1> ) 
where <j>:H ~ P is an embedding ; where ( H , q1 , <1>1 ) "" ( H , q2 , <1>2 ) if 
for some automorphism 1: on H we have that <1>2 = <1>1 o 1: and 
n 1: )( qt > = ~. 
The identification will be dependent of a choice of isomorphisms 
'JI :Hi~ P' , one for each finite substructure P' of P We will however 
observe that each denotation index will define a subfunctor r H,q of r. 
such that r H,q< P ) will be the elements of Q with denotations based on 
the index ( H , q ). 
The equivalence-relation ""' is generated by the corresponding equivalence 
-relation on the set of denotation indices, where ( H,q) is equivalent to 
( H,p ) when there is an automorphism 1: on H such that p = f( 1: )( q ). 
We will in the sequel assume that we have chosen one denotation-index 
from each equivalence class. . Then the various r H,q will be disjoint, and 
r can be seen as the disjoint union of the rH,q· Following Girard we will 
call a set of denotation-indices like this a trace for r. Any subset of a trace 
will define a subfunctor of r. We will call two subfunctors like this 
disjoint if the corresponding traces are disjoint. 
Since a processing domain is supposed to be closed under taking suprema 
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of finite consistent sets, each finite H will contain a set of pairwise 
disjoint ma>..:mal elements. The number of these elements is called the 
arity of H. 
Likewise a denotation-index ( H,q) will have an aiity, the arity of H. We 
will in particular be interested in indices with arity 0 O"' :, as seen in the 
next definition. 
4.3 Definition 
Let r: TOT ~ TOT be a separable functor with PRO-part f'o. 
We call r strictly positive if 
i) ro commutes with direct limits and pullbacks. 
ii) There is a set ~ and families 
{Is ls E ll , { Pi, o Ji E rs *,& E ll • 
where I0* = I0u{*} for some additional point*, 
satisfying iii) - v) below. 
iii) Each 10 is a set such that 
If n p ' s ' { Cs } s E s ) = ( Q ' T ' { Dt } t E T ) 
then t is in a 1-1 correspondence with the set 
{ (8,cr) I 8 E t1 and cr:I0 ~ S } 
via a "denotation-system" 
t = < tu>.a) )s 
(we will drop the S when it is clear from the context). 
If rr:S' ~ S, <j>:P ~ P' and r( <1>, rr) = ('If, v) 
then v can be defined by 
v((t(S,cr)>s·) = (t( 8,n:ocr))s 
i v) If Q = r o< p ) then for each 0 E ~ and i E Is* 
If i = * then Pi, s is a subfunctor of ro such that all indices 
have arity 0. 
If i E Io then Pi, 8 is a subfunctor of ro such that all indices 
have arity 1. 
If 
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a ~ U{ Pi, 8< P) I i e I0 *} 
is a consistent set in Q , then there is one and only one i e I0 * 
such that we have 
a~ Pi, 8< P) 
and then we have that 
a~ Pi, 8< P > 
for some consistent subset p of P. 
If i e I0 , if q has a Pi, 8 -basis p and if p' ~ p then p' is the Pi,8 
-basis for some q' ~ q. 
If a; is just a consistent subset of Q we will let the 
o - predecessor of a; be the set of Pi, 8 -bas1ses for elements in 
c(a;). We will be more specific later. 
v) The chains Dt(8,cr) = u {Pi, 8( Ccr(i)) I i E I8} 
where Pi, 8( Ccr(i) ) is the set of elements in Pi,8(P) where the basis, 
when the arity is 1 , is in Ccr(i) . In particular P*,0(P) ~ Dt(8,cr) 
This ends the definition. 
4.4 Examples 
a) Let A be a set, P a totality-domain. 
Define A x P as follows 
Q = { ( a,p ) I a e A and p e P } 
( a,p ) ~ ( b,q) when a = b and p ~ q . 
T = { cr I cr:A ~ S } 
Da = { ( a,p ) I p e Ccr(a) } 
Here ~ is just a singleton { o } with 18 = A. 
We have Pa, 8(P) = { ( a,p) I peP} for a e A, P,.,8(P) = 0. 
The verifications of the properties, including the extension to a functor, 
are left for the reader. Note that the predecessor essentially is the 
second coordinate. 
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In the exar:1ple above we really defined the disjoint union of A copies of 
P. As we w1ll see later, if A is finite, we may take the disjoint union of 
various domains. If we are not interested in seeing the product as a 
disjoint union of independent copies of P , we may use the following 
construction instead: 
b) We let Q with the ordering ::; be as in a). 
Let T = S. 
Let Ds = { ( a,p ) I a E A and p E C5 } 
We still let fY.. be a singleton set { 8} but now Id is also a singleton { i } 
and 
p. ~< P) = { ( a,p ).I p E P and a E A}, i.e p. ~ = ro. I,u I,u 
We will now give an example of an operator where p* ,d is nonempty. 
This occurs when we have an operator in several variables and fix one of 
the variables. This example reflects this. 
c) Let iJ.£ = (N , { * } , C* ) where N is the set of natural numbers with the 
identity-relation as the ordering, and C* = N. 
We define iJ.£ EB P as follows: 
Q = { (l,n) I n E N } u { ( 2,p ) I p E P } 
We let ( i,p ) ::; ( j,q) if i = j and p::; q in the relevant ordering. 
We let T = S, and we let Ds = { (l,n) I n E N} u { ( 2,p) I p E Cs} 
Here p* i (P) = N EB 0. 
' 
We leave the rest of the construction and the verifications for the 
reader. If an element comes from N then it is called initial while if it 
comes from P then the predecessor is just the original from ,E. 
4.5 Example 
Let A be a set, P a totality-domain. 
We define Q = A ~ P as follows: 
The elements of Q are nonempty finite sets 
{ ( a1 ,pl ) , · · · , ( awPn) } 
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with a1, ... , an e A and Pl , ... , Pn e P such that if ai1 = ... = aik then 
{ Pi 1 I .. • I Pi k } 
is a consistent set in P. 
We let 
{(al,Pl ), ... ,(alllpn)} :S; {(bJ,ql ), ... ,(bmCim)} 
if for all i :S; n there is a j :S; m such that a1 = bj and Pi :S; q; 
Let T = Ax S. 
Let D(a,s) = { { { a,p ) } I p e Cs}. 
Here ~ = A and each I a is a singleton, say { a } . 
p ( P ) = { { (a,p ) } I p e P } 
a,a 
p* (P)=0 
,a 
Essentially ~ot =A~ Ptot' For each a e Q the a-predecessor of a will 
essentially be a( a ). 
We leave the details for the reader. 
Example 4.5 gives us the set-theoretical product over the index-set A. In 
the next example we will see how we can construct a modified product 
over a structured set A. 
4.6 Example 
Let ( A,:S; ) be a partial ordering, ~ a family of directed subsets of A. 
We say that some elements in A are consistent if they have a mutual 
extension. 
Let P be a totality-domain. 
We will construct ~ ~ Ptot as the set of order-preserving maps from A to 
P sending ~ into Ptot. 
Let Q be the set of nonempty 
{ ( a1 ,pJ ) , · · · , ( all!Pn)} 
such that whenever 
{ ai 1 ' ... ' ai k } 
is consistent then 
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is consistent, where each ai is from A and each Pi is from Q. 
We use the same ordering of Q as in 4.5. 
For each B E L\ and s E S we define the chain 
D(B,s) = { { (a,p)} I a E B and p E Cs }. 
Here L\ is given. For each B e L\ we let lB be a singleton { B } and 
PB B ( P ) = { { ( a,p ) } I a e B and p e P } . 
I 
Now let f :A ---j P be monotone and commute with directed unions. 
We define <Xf as the set of non-empty subsets of 
( (a,p) I p E f( {b I b ~a} } 
If f:L\ ~ Ptot then c(af) will intersect all the chains. 
Conversely, if a is in Q and c(a) intersect all the chains, then fa 
defined by 
fa(B) = (p I ::Ja e B ( { (a,p) e c(a)} 
will be as required. 
Again we leave the details for the reader. 
We will now start proving results about these functors. 
4.7 Lemma 
Let r 1 and r 2 be two strictly positive functors on TOT. Then the 
composition is strictly positive. 
Proof 
Let y3 = r 2 o r 1 . We will use the superscripts 1,2 and 3 throughout this 
proof, and we will use all letters as they are used in definition 4.2. 
Clearly r30 = r20 o r1 0 will be the PRO-part of r3 and will commute 
with pullbacks and direct limits. 
Let L\3 ={(8,cr) loe L\2 andcr:I20 ~L\1 } 
13(8,cr) = { ( i,j) I i e 120 and j e 11 cr(i)} 
3 2 1 
P (i,j),(o,cr) = P i,o o P j,cr(i) ) 
P3 *,(o,cr)< P) = P2 *,o< Ql ) u U{ P2 (i,o)< P 1 *,cr(i)( P ) ) I i e 12 8} 
It is essentially trivial to verify that we have defined the composition and 
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that it h2.s the desired properties. We leave some of the details for the 
reader, but i:1dicate the argument for two of the properties. 
Let P = ( P , S , { Cs } SE S ) 
1 1 ~ = r ( P) = ( Q1 , T1 , {D tltET1 ) 
~ = r2 < ~ > = < Q2 , T 2 , {o2 tl tE T 2 > 
I 2 2 Then T 2 = { t(i>,cr) 5 E ~ and cr:l 5 ~ T 1 } 
Now each cr(i) will be of the form ( 't,cr') where 't E ~ 1 and 
cr':I1 't ~ S 
so 
T2 "" {t(5,cr,{crihEI2i)) I DE ~2 and cr:I25~~1 and crrcr(i)~S} 
"" { t(5,cr,'t) I 5 E ~2 and cr:I20 ~ ~ 1 and 't:I3 (o,cr) ~ S }. 
This shows that T2 is of the right form. 
Now let 
a ~ U { p 3 ( .. ) ( s:: ) ( P ) I i E (12 0) * and j E (I 1 a(i) ) * } I,J , u,cr 
be consistent. By the property of p2 we get that there is a consistent 
subset f3 of Q1 and a fixed i E (120)* such that a k: p2 i, 0( f3 ). 
If i = * then we may choose f3 to be empty and correspondingly we may 
use the empty subset of P. 
If i E 10 then by the existence of a unique basis in Q1 and then in P for 
every element of a, we may assume that 
f3 k: U { p 1 (j,cr(i)) ( P ) I j E I 1 cr(i) * } 
. 1 
But then we may use the corresponding property of p to obtain the 
result. 
We leave the proof that we define the chains. D2 t as we shall, for the 
reader. 
4.8 Lemma 
Let r be a strictly positive functional on TOT. 
Then r commutes with direct limits. 
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Proof 
Let { Pe lee E , { (<l>e,d, 7te,d ) le $ d be a directed system with limit 
P 1 { <l>e 1 1te } e e E 
Let Pe = n Pe) I ( 'l'ed I Ved) = n <l>ed I 1ted) 
Q = n p) I ( \jf e I Ve ) = n <l>e I 1te ) 
We will use the letters PIS, Cs ,Se, cie, Q, T, Dt, ... etc. as u.:>ual. We 
will also use the letters L\ , 1(5, etc. as in the definition of strictly positive. 
Since ro commutes with direct limits, we only need to concentrate on T 
and Dt. 
Let t e T. Then t = t((5,cr) for some 8 e L\, cr:ld ~ S. 
Then for each i e 1(5 we have that cr(i) is a tower { Si,e lee E . 
Let ae( i ) = Si,e . Then 
te = ~(<5,cre) E Te 
and { te lee E is a tower that can be identified with t(8,cr)· 
Conversely, if 
{ ~(8e,cre) lee E 
is a tower in lim(ee E)T e , then Ved ( td(8d,crd) ) = ~(<5e,cre)· 
It follows that there is some 8 such that De = 8 for all e e E and that for 
all i E 18 we have that 
Thus , if we define 
cr( i) = {~cre( i) le e E 
we get a tower cr( i) for each i e I. Then t(<5,cr) may be identified with the 
original tower. 
Now we show that the definition of Dt is preserved through the limit ... 
Dt(d,s) = U{ Pi,()( Ccr(i)) I i E 18*} 
= U{Pi,(50im(ee E)Ce cre(i) I i E 18*} 
= lim(ee E) U{Pi,8(Ce cre(i) ) I i E 18*} 
= lim(ee E)Dete(8,crer 
Here we have made use of the fact that the p - functions themselves 
commute with direct limits and that thy are disjoint for various i. In this 
argument 've have let the formally meaningless expression 
P*,~(cecre(*)) 
stand for p* ~(P e ). 
I 
We will now give the precise definition of the predecessors: 
4.9 Definition 
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Let r be a strictly positive operator on TOT with PRO- part f'o. 
Let P be a processing domain and let Q = f'o( P ). Let a e Q. 
a) For each ~ e ~ we define the .0. - predecessor as follows: 
pre(d,a) = 
{ p I pis the Pi,~ basis for an element of c(a) for some i e I~} 
b) We call a 0- initial if c(a) intersects p* ~(P) . 
I 
c) We let the support of a. be 
sup( a ) = { pre(~,a) I ~ e ~ and a is not ~ - initial } 
4.10 Lemma 
Let r be as above, p a totality-domain I Q = n p) and a E Q. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
i) a E ~ot 
ii) sup( a ) ~ Ptot 
Proof 
i) ~ ii) 
Suppose a e ~ot , and assume that a is not ~-initial. 
Let 13 = pre( ~ , a ) and let s E S. 
Consider t(~,§) where § is the function with constant value s. Then 
Dt(~,§} = U{ Pi,~(Cs) I i e I~*} 
Let q e c(a) such that q e Dt(~,§) . 
Since a is not ~ - initial there will be some i e I~ such that q has 
Pi,~ - basis p for some p E Cs· 
But then p E 13 so 13 f1 Cs :;t: 0. 
ii) ~ i): 
Suppose that a e Qtot· Then there is ~ E ~ and a cr:I~ --1 S such that 
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c(a) n Dt(3,cr) = 0. 
We claim that a is not 3- initial and that ~=pre( 3, a) e Ptot· 
If a is 3 - initial, then c(a) will intersect P*,3(P ) ~ Dt(3,cr) which is 
contradicting the assumption. 
The condition on the Pi,3 - functors that they are "closed downwards" 
will guarantee that the predecessors ~ will satisfy ~ = c(f\). 
For the rest of the proof there are two cases: 
Case 1 
There is no i E I3 such that 
Pi,3(P) n c(a) -:F. 0 
In this case pre( 3,a ) is empty. 
But we exclude the empty set from the total objects by insisting on S to be 
non-empty. 
Case 2 
There is an i E I3 and a p E P such that p is the Pi,3 - basis for some 
q E c(a). 
Now assume that there is a PoE Ccr(i) n ~· 
Since p0 E ~ we have for some j E I3 and q 0 with Pj,3- basis Po that 
q0 E c(a). 
But then q and q0 are consistent so i = j. 
Thus 
Pj,3( Ccr(i) ) = Pj,3(Ccr(j)) ~ Dt(3,cr)· 
But then q0 E c(a) nDt(3,cr) = 0 , a contradiction. 
Thus Ccr(i) n ~ = 0 and ~ e Ptot· 
This ends the proof. 
The main consequence of these results is that the strictly positive functors 
have canonical extensions to functors on weak totality - domains: 
4 11 Definition 
Let r with PRO- part robe strictly positive. 
The companion of r is the functor r w: WTOT -7 WTOT 
defined by: 
rw< P, x) = cr0< P) I Y) 
where 
y = {a E row I sup( a)~ X}. 
If <j>:P1 -7 P2 is a morphism of ( P1 , X 1 ) to ( P2 1 X2 ) then 
rw< <1>) = ro< <1> ). 
4.12 Lemma 
rw( <j>) as defined in 4.11 is indeed a morphism. 
Proof 
We must show that 
where 
< Q1 , Y 1 ) = r w< P1 , x 1 ) 
< Q2, Y2) = r w< P2, X2) 
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But since the following diagram commutes for every o E ~ and i E I0 * 
we have 
<j>( pre( o, a))= pre( o, ro( <1> )(a)) 
so 
sup( ro( <j> )(a) ) = { <j>(~) I ~ :;t sup( a) } 
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Then 
As a direct consequence of 4.10 we get 
4.13 Corollary 
If r is strictly positive, then r is chain independent 1 i.e. (r( p ))tot only 
depends on P and Ptot , not on the chains. 
4.14 Lemma 
Let f'l and r2 be two strictly positive functors, r3 = r2 o rl. 
Let sup1 , sup2 and sup3 be the three support-set-operators. 
For given p I Q1 = rl o< p ) I Q2 = r2o( Q1 ) and a E ~ we have 
~ e sup3( a)<=> 3~1 e sup2( a)(~ e sup1( ~1) ). 
Proof 
:::>:Let ~ = pre3( (8,cr), a) for some 8 e t;.2, cr:I28 ~ t;.l. 
Then by the argument of .lemma 4.7 there is an i e 12 8 and j e Il cr(i) 
such that each element of ~ is a p3 (i,j) ,(8,cr) - basis of an element in a. 
Let ~1 = pre2(8,a). Then ~ = prel (cr(i),~1) and the proof is complete. 
~: Let 81 e t;.l and 82 e t;.2 such that a is not 82 - initial over Q1 and 
pre( 82 , a ) is not 81 - initial. 
Let cr be the function on t;.2 with constant value 81. Then 
pre 1 ( 81 , pre2 ( 82 , a ) ) = pre3 (( 82 , cr ) , a ) . 
4.15 Corollary 
Let r1 and r2 be two strictly positive functors on TOT and let 
r3 = r2 o r1. 
Then ( rw)3 = <rw)2 o ( rw)1 . 
Proof 
Immediate from lemma 4.14. 
4.16 Lemma 
Let r be slrictly positive on TOT. 
Then r w commutes with arbitrary pullbacks on WTOT. 
Proof 
Let <Pi:( Pi ,Xi ) -7 ( P, X) for all i E I. 
The pullback is given by 
P' =(]{<Pi< Pi) I iE I} 
a E X' <=>"diE I 3P E Xi (a= <Pi< P)) 
We leave the proof of this fact for the reader. 
Now let 
< Qi , Y i ) = r w< Pi , xi ) 
< Q , Y ) = r w< P , x ) 
'l'i = rw< <l>i) = ro< <l>i ). 
Let r( P', X') = ( Q', Y') where Q' = n {'lfi( Qi) I i E I} 
By general category theory 
Y' ~ (J{'Ifi( Yi) I i E I} 
Now, let a E {'lfi( Yi) I i E I}. Then for each i E I 
sup( a) ~ <l>i( Xi ). 
So sup( a)~ X'. But then a E Y'. 
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We are now ready to investigate inductive definitions based on strictly 
positive operators. This will be the theme of the next section. 
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5. Inductive definitions 
An inductively defined set is normally obtained by iterating some 
monotone operator on a bottom element until a fixed-point is reached. 
We will do so using strictly positive operators as the basis for our 
inductions. 
5.1 Definition 
Let tJ3 be the totality - domain with empty processing - domain, a one-
point set { *} as the question- set and 0 as the only chain. 
For each P there is a unique morphism from tJ3 to P. 
5.2 Definition 
Let r be a strictly positive functor on TOT. 
a) Let (,P )o = tJ3 
Let (,£ )n+ 1 = r((,P )n) 
Let «<!>r)o, (1l>o): tJ3 ~ r(tJ3) 
Let( ($r)n+1, (7l)n+1) = r( (<)>r)n, (7l)n) 
Let (,£)00 = lim(n ~ oo) (,P)n. 
r r r · b) Let (P )o = 0 I (P )n+ 1 = ro((P )n) where ro is the PRO- part of r. 
Let ((Pr )a, (Xr )a) be defined for any ordinal a by 
< (Pr >o, (Xr )o ) = < 0 , 0 ) 
5.3 Remark 
( (Pr)a+1, (Xr )a+1) =r w< (Pr >a, (Xr)a) 
( (Pr)A, (Xr)A) =lim( a~ A)( (Pr)a, (Xr)a) when A is a 
limit ordinal. 
From now on in this section we will let r be fixed. 
For notational reasons we will drop the superscript r (and then one set of 
parentheses). We will also assume that ro is set-theoretically monotone. 
We can make the following observations: 
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For a ~ ro we have that P a = Pro· 
For n ~ ro we have that Xn = (Pn)tot· 
There is an a such that Xa+ 1 = Xa., we call this value Xx,. 
Pro is a fixed-point for r and thus (Pro, (Pro)tot) is a fixed-point for rw. 
Xa k; (Pro)tot for all a so Xoo c;;;; (Pro )tot· 
5.4 Theorem 
Let r be a strictly positive operator and use the notation and assumptions 
of 5.2 and 5.3. 
Then Xoo = (Pro )tot· 
Proof 
Choose a e Xoo. We will show that a e (Pro )tot· 
Since a e Xoo , the predecessor - tree of a cannot be well - founded. 
Thus there are sequences 
{ aiJiE N , { 8iliE N 
such that each a e Xoo, 8i e 11, a1 = a and <Xi+ 1 = pre( 8i, <Xi ). 
We will construct a tower of chains reflecting the following facts 
o~1 e x1 
a1 e X2 because a2 e X 1 
a.1 e X3 because a2 e X2 because a3 e X 1 
Now let 11 = (Pi I Si I {cis lse Si) 
Recall that So= {*}I si+1 = { ( 8,0") 8 E 11 and cr:l8 ~ Si} 
For any object x , let Cx denote the function with constant value x, and 
with the domain given by the context 
Let so,i = * 
Let sn + 1 i = ( 8i , cs · 1 ) 
I 0 11+ 
Claim 1 
i) sn i e Sn 
I 
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ii) 1tn+1 n< Sn+1 i) = sn i I I I 
where 1tn-i-1,n is the projection from Sn+1 to Sn. 
Proof 
Both i) and ii) are proved by a trivial induction on n~O. 
It follows that { sn 1 } nE N is a tower. We will show that the 
I 
corresponding chain 
will avoid c(a). 
Claim 2 
ens . will not intersect c(ai) 
n,1 
Proof 
We use induction on n, and for n = 0 this is trivial. 
For n > 0 we have that 
because 
Cn-1 ( ) 0 Sn-1,i+1 r'IC Ui+1 = 
since sn i = ( Oi , cs 1 . 1 ) and Ui + 1 = pre( Oi , Ui ). 
' n- ,1+ 
For further details see the proof of lemma 4.10. 
This ends the proof of the claim. 
In particular c(a) will not intersect ens 1 for any n, and thus not the n, 
limit chain 
cro{sn,1lnE N 
We conclude that c(a) e (Pro )tot' and the theorem is proved. 
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6 Multivarh1ble operators 
In this section we will extend the notion of strlclly.pbsitive functionals to 
functionals of several ( finitely many ) variables. The main result is that 
the fixed - point operator des,ctibed in section 5 ip. a fair sense will be 
strictly positive itself. 
We will drop , or just give indications of, proofs when the corresponding 
proofs of sections 4 and 5 essentially will work. 
As a convention we will also use the letters S , C in connection with a 
mentioned P etc. as we have used to do, but without stating this explicitly 
for each case . 
. :6.1 Definition 
Let r:( TOT )n ~ TOT be a functor. 
a) We call r separable with PRO- part ro if ro:( PRO )n ~ PRO and 
whenever 
r((P1,Sl,{C1slses1 ), ... ,(Pn,Sn,{CnslseSn)) 
= ( Q, T, { DtlteT) 
then r o< P1, ... I Pn) = Q. 
In addition we assume the corresponding separation for the 
morphisms. 
b) r is called strictly positive if r is separable with PRO- part ro I 
ro commutes with pullbacks and direct limits, and we have 
A set;;~ .. 
Disjoint set I1,o, ... ; In,o for each o e ~. 
Let Is:=I1 0 u ... Uino U 1 I 
Functors { Pi,o he Io * 
such that 
The elements in T can be identified with 
{ t(o,cr1, .. ,an) I o e ~, cr1 :I 1,o ~ 51 , ... , crn:In,o ~ Sn} 
For short we will write t(o,cr) for t(o,a1, .. ,crn) assuming that a 
can be decomposed to cr1 , ... , crn as above. 
If i e Ik,o then Pi,o is a subfunctor of To .of arity 1 with base in 
Pi. 
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P~~-18 is as before. 
We assume morphism- conditions on t(8,cr) as for dimension 1. 
If 
a!::;U(Pi18(P1~·· .Pn) I ie I"'s} 
is consistent then either 
a!:: P~~-18( P1 1 • • • 1 Pn) 
or there is a unique k S n and i e lk18 such that 
a s: Pi18( P1 1 • • • P n ) 
Moreover there is a consistent J3 ~ Pi such that a c Pi18( J3 ) with 
the obvious meaning of that expression. 
The "domain" of each Pi 8 for i e Is is closed downwards as in 
I 
the 1 - dimensional case. 
6.2 Lemma 
Let Q be a fixed totality - domain. 
Then r Q 11 I ••• I Pn ) = Q 
r Q ( cl>111t1 ) 1 • • • f ( cl>n,7tn)) = idQ 
is strictly positive. 
Proof 
Let A=T 11k1t=0 forkSn. 
Then the empty function is the only function cr:lk1t ~ Si 1 so we may 
identify t with the only possible denotation based on t. 
Let p*1t( P1 1 ••• ~Pn) = Dt (independently of ( P1 , ... ~Pn)) 
The verification of the correctness of this definition is trivial and is left for 
the reader. 
6.3 Lemma 
ri< 11 1 ••• , Pn ) = 11 
ri( ( cl>1,1t1 ) ' ... ' ( cl>n,1tn ) ) = ( cl>i,1ti ) 
is strictly positive. 
The proof is trivial and is left for the reader. 
!-
' i 
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p,. 0 is as before. 
I 
We assume morphism - conditions on t(o,a) as for dimension 1. 
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6.4 Lcmm.1 
Let A:( TOT )ffi ~ TOT anLl !'1 , ... I'm :(TOT )11 --t TUT be strictly 
positive. 
Then the composition A 0 ( rl I ••• I r n) is strictly positive. 
Proof 
The construction and the proof follow the same line as in the one -
dimensional case and is left for the reader. 
We can easily extend the examples of section 4 to give us 
rEI)( PJ. I ... I Pn) = PJ EB ... $ Pn 
r x< pl I ••• ' Pn ) = pl X ..• X Pn 
This gives the following result 
6.5 Corollary 
Any operator defined by finite iteration of the following basic operators: 
Cartesian product 
Disjoint union 
Modified function- space: (A,<)~ P 
Product with an arbitrary set: Ax P, 
and using fixed totality - domains as parameters, will generate a strictly 
positive functor. 
Proof 
Trivial from the preceding lemmas. 
Let ro( P1, ... ,Pn) = Q and let a E Q. We will see how to obtain the 
a - predecessors and the support of a. 
Let 8 E ~.Assume that Pi l)( P1 , ... , Pn) '1:- 0 for some i. 
I 
Then i is unique and i = * or i E Ik,8 for some k ~ n. 
If i = * then a is o - initial. Otherwise, let 
pre( o,a) ::::: { p E Pk pis the Pi 0- base for some q E c(a)} 
I 
H fur all i E J"~b we havl' lh<tl Pi(')( l't I .•• I l'n) 1 1 dn)..., kJ 
' 
then pre( o,a ) = 0. 
We define sup( a ) as before, and as before we have that 
a e Otot ¢:> sup( a) n Ek ~ ( 1k >tot fork= 1, ... , n. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
6.6 Theorem 
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Let n pI Qr I ••• I Qn) be a strictly positive functor in n+l variables. 
For each Qr , ... , Qn , let 
Fixr( Qr , ... , Qn ) 
be the least fixed - point in variable P, i.e the least P such that 
P=f'(P,Qr, ... ,Qn) 
Then Fixr is a strictly positive functor. 
Proof 
For simplicity we will assume that n = 1 in the proof. 
The proof will be given in several stages. 
1. Fixr is a functor. 
Proof 
Let ( 'I', v ) : Qr ~ Q2 . 
Let q_) o = # o = 'B. 
Let q_) n + 1 = n q_) n I Qr ) 
#n+1=n#n,Q2) 
Let ( <J>io , nio ) be the unique morphism from 'B to q} 1 i = 1,2. 
Let ( <J>in+1,1tin+1) = 1( ( <J>in ,1tin), id<4) i = 1,2 
Then (<J>in+1,1tin+l):'lin+1 ~ q}n+2 ; n e N arethe morphisms used in 
the directed system defining Fixr( Qi ). 
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Claim 
The following infinite diagram commutes: 
13 ( ¢1o 1 no) 13 
~ ~ 1 1 2 2 (¢1o 1 no) (¢1o 1 no) 
1'~ ( ¢11 1 n1) 1'~ 
(¢11, n1) l 
1'~ ( ¢12 I n2) 
l (¢1i~ni) 
~ 
I I 
l (¢In Inn) l 1'~ 1'~ 
(¢1~ In~) 1 1'~+1 (¢1,...~~n,...1) 1 (¢1~ In;) 1'~+1 
Diagram 1 
The proof is by elementary category- theory; 
Clearly the top - diagram commutes, and the commutation of the rest of 
the diagram follows by induction. 
Let the limits be pt 00 and tJl ro and let 
~j = ( pij , sij , ( ci~js lsE sij ) 
fori= 1,2 and j E N u {ro}. 
Then we define 
Fixr( 1t,v ) = (<1>00 , 7tro) 
where <l>ro is the obvious limit of { <l>n lnE N. 
If SE S2ro 1 then S={Sn}nEN where 1t2n(Sn+1)=Sn foralln. 
Let t = ( tn lnE N = {7tn(sn) lnE N · 
By the commutation of the diagram we see that 7t1n( tn+l) = tn for all n. 
Thus t = { tn lnE N is a tower and we let 7tro( s) = t. 
2. It is clear that in the above case, p1 00 , p200 and <l>ro only depends on 
Ql, Q2 I"' and the original PRO- part ro. 
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Thus Fixr is separable with the fixed- point operator for ro as PRO-
part. 
We will consequently denote this PRO - p;u·t Fbq ·0. 
3 Fixr0 will commute with direct limits. 
Proof 
Let { Qi hE I I {'Vi,j h~j be a directed system. We construct a diagram, by for 
each i ~ j constructing the PRO - part of diagram 1. The final diagram will 
be a directed system and the limit of the full system will be the joint value 
of 
lim(n-too)lim(iE I)Pin = lim(n-too)Pin 
and 
4. Fixr0 commutes with pullbacks. 
Proof 
In the category PRO it is easy to see that the direct limit of a directed 
system of pullbacks - diagrams is itself a pullback - diagram. The property 
follows. 
We will now define the items used in defining the chain - denotations 
and the chains, and we will then verify the properties. 
Definition 
A 6- tree is a tree t of sequences ( q, ... , rk) satisfying 
i) q is a fixed element of ~ called the head of t. 
ii) All r 2i+ 1 E ~ 
iii) All r2i+2 E I1,r2i+l 
i v) If y8 E t for some 8 E ~ 1 then y8i E t for all i E I 1 8· 
I 
v) If yi E t then yi8 E t for exactly one 8 E ~. 
Here y denotes an arbitrary sequence ( q, ... 1 rk) and y8 etc. denotes 
the result of adding 8 to the end of y. 
When t is a ~ - tree, let It be the disjoint union of all 
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occurrences of o in 't, where the occurrence in a subsequence is identified 
with the cor, esponding occurrence in a sequence. 
5. Sm can be put in a 1 - 1 ~ corrC'spond<'ncewith 
{ ( t,a ) t is a !.::. - tree and a:It ~ T l 
Proof 
Let t E 500 . Then t is a tower 
{ tn lnE N 
From { tn lnE N we will determine a head o, a map aa:I2 0 ~ T and for I 
each i E I1,o, a subtower { tin lnE N which we will use for the further 
construction of ( t,a ). 
to will be the fixed element of So , where Po = tJJ. 
For n> 0, there is a On, a1 n:I1 ~ ~ Sn-1, a2 n:I2 ~ ~ T such that 
' ,un ' ,un 
tn = (On, a1 n' a2 n ). I I 
Since 1tn + 1 ( tn + 1 ) = tn we must have 
8n = On+1 = o for some fixed o 
cr2,n = cr2,n+1 = cra for some fixed cra. 
For each i E I1,o we have that 1tn( cr1,n+1( i)) = cr1,n< i ). 
Thus { tin lnE N defined by 
tin = a1 n + 1 ( i ) for n ;:::: 0 , i E I 1 ~ 
I 1U 
is a tower, based on which we will continue our construction of t and cr. 
Conversely let ( t,cr) begiven. By induction on n we define tn: 
n = 0: Let tn = * ; the unique element in So. 
n > 0: Let o be the head of t, a 8:I0 ~ T be the part of a mapping the 
relevant copy of r0 into T. 
For each i e 10 , let 'ti be the subtree of t defined by 
'ti = { r I oiy e 't l 
where g is a sequence as above. 
Let O"i be the restriction of a to those 10· whose occurrences are in 
elements of 'ti· 
By the induction - hypothesis ( 'ti , ai ) defines an element tin-1 in Sn-1· 
Let 
and let tn = ( o,cr' ' 0"() ). 
By induction on n we prove that 
llkh~·JI 
satisfy the tower- property, using the property for each 
{ tik lk<n 
as an induction hypothesis. 
On Totality ~~ 
It is clear that the two "conversions described above are inverses of each 
other. This ends the proof of the claim. 
In order to give a complete proof we must show that this "denotation -
system" commutes with the morphisms v:T2 ~ TJ, i.e. that 
1too( t( t,cr) ) == t( t,cron) 
This is not hard and is left for the reader. 
6. Let t be a !-..-tree. We will define the operators Pi,t for i e It*. 
Let i e It 
Then there is a unique minimal sequence 
< 80 , io , . . . , 8k , i k , cS ) e t 
where the occurrence of 8 gives the copy of I2,8 where i is. 
Let i' e I2,8 be the element corresponding to i. 
Let Pi,t == Pio,oo o . . . o Pik,ok o Pi',o 
We define p *''t by 
P*,t == u { Pi0,80 o ... o Pik,ok o p *,o I < 8o , io, ... , 8k, ik, 8) e t} 
It is tedious but trivial to verify that the p - operators thus defined have 
the required properties. 
7. Finally we will show that the chains are correctly defined, i.e. that 
C(t,cr) == U{Pi,t< Dcr(i)) I i e I't *} 
Let cn('t,cr) be the n'th approximation to C('t,cr) defined via the tower 
{ tn lnE N obtained from ( cr,8) in the second half of the argument 5. By 
On Totality ·~ 
induction on n we prove 
cn(t,cr) = U{Pi,t< Da(i)) I i e It* and the depth of i is~ n} 
where the depth is given by the number of S's in the minimal sequence 
witnessing that i e It*. The depth of the i in argument 6 is k+l. 
We also assume that cn(t,cr) ~ cn+l(t,S) for all n. 
For n = 0 this is trivial. 
For n > 0 let b be the head of t. Then we have 
cn(t,cr) = P*,B(( 0,Q)) 
u U{ Pi,B( Da(i) I i e I2,S} 
u U{ Pi,B( cn-l('ti,cr(i))) I i E Il,b} 
where ti is the tree we obtain from t by removing Si from the start of 
every sequence in t. 
By the induction- hypothesis we get for each i e I1,S that 
Pi,S( cn-i( ti,cr(i)) ) = 
Pi,S( U { Pj,ti< Da(j) I j e Itt and the depth of j in ti is < n } = 
U{ Pj,t< Da(j)) I j e lti* and the depth of j in t is $; n} 
The full equation then follows. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.6. 
The immediate predecessors are given by the functions pre( b., a), i.e. !::. 
can be used as an index set for the predecessors. 
In the proof of lemma 4.14 we can use the product !::.z x /11 as an index-
set for the predecessors instead of the rather complex set /13 of the 
composition. 
We have a similar simplification here. 
6.7 Theorem 
Let r be a strictly positive functional of two variables with PRO- part ro. 
Let Q be a processing - domain , and let P be the least solution to the 
equation 
P=ro<P ,Q ). 
Let a e E and let t be a !::. - tree as defined in the proof of theorem 6.6. Let 
On Totality .:. , 
13 =pre( a, t) and assume that 13 is nonempty. 
Then for some sequence ( 01 , ... , On-1 ) from ~ we have that 
~ ~ pr~(R1 , pr~( pre( R11 1 . ft) ) ) 
Proof 
Assume that a is not t - initial. 
Choose one q e Q such that q is the Pit- basis for somr_ p e c(a). 
' 
Then i is unique and is obtained from a unique minimal sequence in t. 
If we take just the o's of that sequence we get what we want. 
This result might suggest that we may use finite sequences from ~ as an 
index- set for the predecessors. If we do so, we must, however, be open for 
the alternative 
There is no t- predecessor for a but a is not t- initial 
Thus we choose ~co as the index- set for the predecessors, and we may 
give precise definitions for 
a is {onlnE N - initial if when we iterate the a - predecessors 
along 01 , 02 , . . . we find a On - initial element in r_. 
a has 13 as the {onlnE N -predecessor if 13 e Q and we hit 13 the 
first time while iterating the a- predecessors along 01, 02, ... 
we find a predecessor in Q. 
We omit the details here. 
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